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AssetTrac Software
 
Take control of your assets with AssetTrac, the  
complete asset control solution from FlowTrac,  
designed to meet the needs of growing institutions. 
Track your assets accurately, without being forced 
to conform to an inflexible, out-of-the-box solution.
AssetTrac has been designed to fit the needs of small 
and growing institutionsin the education, healthcare, 
and warehousing fields.

AssetTrac is a zero footprint, browser based software.  
You don’t need to install any software on your equipment, and your AssetTrac system can be accessed 
from any hardware capable of running Firefox, Chrome or Safari, regardless of whether that’s an 
iPhone, a desktop, a laptop, or a tablet.

Don’t rely on pen and paper to keep track of where your expensive equipment has been assigned! 
Modern hardware is worth hundreds or thousands of dollars, and often contains irreplaceable data. 
You need to know who has it, where they took it, and when they’re supposed to return it. 

     With AssetTrac you can:

WHY CHOOSE EMS?
•	 Top-rated	Barcode	Consultants
•	 System	Set-up
•	 Training	&	Implementation
•	 Software	Configuration

Call for a free live demo with one of our experienced barcode consultants  972.535.5555

• Email Triggers

• Enterprise Security

• Requisition Approval

• Unlimited locations & Sites

• User friendly Dashboard

• Asset Kitting

• Customizable Field Names

• Alerts / Notes

• Scheduled Reporting

• Employee Management

• Customer Management

• Supplier Management

• Clock In / Clock Out

• Schedule Service Orders

• Accounting Integration
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Increase efficiency and cut back on lost and damaged equipment by installing AssetTrac today. With 
FlowTrac, you’ll get a highly trained account manager who is an expert in software implementation 
and integration, ensuring that when you purchase AssetTrac, you’ll get exactly what your business 
needs to succeed.

AssetTrac is designed to make integration with 
accounting software simple. It can be integrated 
with Quickbooks, Microsoft Great Plains (GP), Sage, 
and other common accounting software packages. 
By integrating your asset tracking and accounting 
software, you can minimize losses and reduce the 
amount of time and employee effort needed to 
accurately keep records of your equipment.

About EMS Barcode
The core of our business at EMS Barcode Solutions 
is building quality relationships. We believe that our 

strongest competitive advantage is in recruiting and retaining intelligent, passionate employees, who 
are treated as our very best strategy for success. In turn, our valued employees take care to cultivate 
the exceptional customer care you will quickly become accustomed to.

At EMS Barcode Solutions, the belief that “Service is Standard” is the heart of our relationships with 
customers. EMS barcode consultants are empowered to make the decisions necessary to deliver 
exceptional customer service in every interaction. We vet and hand pick each software company we 
sell to make sure they meet the quality standards our customers demand. Call today to speak with one 
of our barcode consultants about your tracking needs.

WHY CHOOSE EMS?
•	 Top-rated	Barcode	Consultants
•	 System	Set-up
•	 Training	&	Implementation
•	 Software	Configuration

Call for a free live demo with one of our experienced barcode consultants  972.535.5555

Customers using
AssetTrac


